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ASD Initial Checklist 
 

Autistic Spectrum Disorder is complex and encompasses a significant array of difference between individual cases. This 

checklist only provides a ‘first step’ in the identification process. The indicators listed would normally be expected to be 

present across social contexts and not simply confined to the school setting. Formal identification will require the 

involvement of the student’s family / carers and specialist professionals. Ideally, the checklist should be completed 

collaboratively by two or more staff. 

 

Student  Date  Staff  

 

This student has been known to staff for __________ weeks / months. 

 

The student… always often rarely never 

1. shows little interest in mixing with other students – 

prefers their own company. 
    

2. will shut off and not respond to verbal / 

communicative situations. 
    

3. repeats phrases that they have heard, often in 

an inappropriate context – may repeat rude jokes 

/ phrases. 

    

4.  will laugh at inappropriate times, sometimes 

when people are upset or hurt. 
    

5. struggles to understand idioms, metaphors, non-

literal type language – “I’m dying for a drink!” 
    

6. will attempt to correct a speaker on seemingly 

trivial, irrelevant points. 
    

7. speaks in a way that could be described a 

peculiar, monosyllabic, repetitive etc. 
    

8. avoids or makes only fleeting eye contact 

during conversations. 
    

9. fails to recognise or misreads body language, 

facial expression, tone and volume of voice etc. 
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10. becomes agitated when ‘the norm’ is 

disrupted (changes to timetable, unfamiliar 

people etc) 

    

11. engages in ‘odd’ games / play such as 

watching stacked blocks fall, spinning objects, 

using a vacuum cleaner etc. 

    

12. may become attached to unusual objects, or 

be over attached to items such as lighters, toy cars 

etc. 

    

13. is noticeably sensitive to and/or fascinated with 

patterns of moving light. 
    

14. will become agitated and have emotional 

outbursts / tantrums for no apparent reason. 
    

15.  displays great difficulty in expressing their 

wants, needs and feelings – will tend to be more 

reliant on gesture than on words. 

    

16.  will display more pronounced physical 

movements than those of their peers. 
    

17. displays discrepancies between large and fine 

motor skill development – such as being able to 

thread beads with great skill whilst finding riding a 

bike very difficult. 

    

18. experiences difficulty when completing tasks 

that require a significant amount of creativity / 

imagination. 

    

19. will become seemingly fixated with specific 

topics or activities. 
    

 

Further Action: 

 This student requires continuous support with their additional needs. 

 This student requires occasional support with their additional needs. 

 This student is not a cause for concern. 
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